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Abstract. A realistic numerical model is used to investigate the gener-3

ation process of anticyclonic eddies located in the western part of the Gulf4

of Lion. During 8 years of simulations from 2001 to 2008, 8 anticyclonic coastal5

eddies with a life duration longer than 15 days have been observed in the study6

area between July and early October. The formation process of eddies is in-7

vestigated by examining the changes in wind forcing and in stratification con-8

ditions. These factors alone or combined are discussed regarding eddy’s for-9

mation processes. Our results show that these eddies need two conditions to10

be generated: a persistent and strong northwest wind and a strong strati-11

fication. The Ekman transport associated to such a wind and the coastline12

shape characterized by the presence of capes can create a pressure gradient13

generating an anticyclonic circulation. At the same time, a strong stratifi-14

cation condition allows a better transfer of wind-induced potential energy15

to eddy kinetic energy. Persistent wind bursts are also required to sustain16

the eddy in size and intensity. The present work contributes to a better un-17

derstanding of the hydrodynamics of the Gulf of Lion.18

Keywords: Coastal eddies, regional modeling, mesoscale, Gulf of Lion.19
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1. Introduction

The Gulf of Lion (hereafter GoL) is a large continental shelf located in the northwestern20

Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 1). As described by Millot [1990], the hydrodynamics of the GoL21

are complex and highly variable, influenced by three main forcings coexisting in this area:22

i) strong continental winds: Tramontane (northwesterly/NW, sometimes westerly) and23

Mistral (northerly/N). The up- and downwelling phenomena generated by the wind along24

the coast are well-known [Millot , 1979, 1982; Hua and Thomasset , 1983];25

ii) a mesoscale quasi-geostrophic current, the Northern Current (NC) [Millot , 1991], flow-26

ing along the GoL continental slope from the Ligurian Sea to the Catalan Sea (Fig. 1).27

The hydrodynamics of the NC have been well investigated by previous studies [Millot ,28

1990, 1999; Albérola et al., 1995; Sammari et al., 1995; Petrenko, 2003; Flexas et al., 2002;29

Echevin et al., 2003];30

iii) fresh water inputs from the Rhône river, bringing nutrients that enhance primary pro-31

ductivity on the shelf [e.g. Minas and Minas , 1989; Ludwig et al., 2009]. The river plume32

extends offshore towards the southwest part of the GoL under certain meteorological33

conditions [Estournel et al., 1997].34

A mesoscale anticyclonic circulation in the western part of the GoL has been first35

observed by Millot [1979, 1982] in the currents and SST images. In the latter, it was36

partly identified as a tongue of cold water upwelled south of Cape d’Agde. Its signature37

can also be observed in SeaWiFs chlorophyll maps with a high chlorophyll a plume on38

its northern edge circling around the eddy [Hu et al., 2009]. During the oceanographic39

cruise Latex08, Hu et al. [2011] also observed an anticyclonic eddy in the western part40
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of the GoL and suggested that the radius of the eddy is estimated to be 15-20 km. The41

maximum life duration of these anticyclonic eddies is estimated to be up to about 242

months [Hu et al., 2009, 2011]. The spatial and temporal scales of these coastal eddies are43

distinct from those of the large eddies observed in the open ocean like the Gulf Stream44

rings and the Agulhas rings. They are also smaller than those of the eddies observed in45

the Mediterranean sub-basin, such as the Algerian eddies which can have lifetimes up to46

∼3 years and can reach diameters larger than ∼250 km [Millot , 2003; Ruiz et al., 2002].47

However, eddies are among the physical processes that can have an important role over48

the continental shelf edge listed by [Huthnance, 1995]. Indeed, these coastal eddies can49

be considered as a link between the coastal water and the open sea and could have an50

important influence on the coast-offshore transport of nutrients and phytoplankton, as51

well as heat and energy.52

Hence, it is important to understand the physical dynamics of these eddies and, in53

particular, their generation process. Various dynamical processes can contribute to eddy54

generation [McWilliams , 1985]. For instance, current instabilities are important mech-55

anisms for eddies of the Gulf Stream [e.g. Robinson and Pinardi , 1988], or in the Gulf56

of Mexico [e.g. Hurlburt and Thompson, 1980]. The topographical influence is also an57

important contributor to the Meddies (eddies of Mediterranean Water) formed near Cape58

Saint Vincent [Pichevin and Nof , 1996] and, in general, to all the eddies formed around59

capes or around headlands [e.g. Signell and Geyer , 1991; Doglioli et al., 2004; Magaldi60

et al., 2010]. The eddies in the lee of the Hawaiian islands are formed as a result of com-61

bined wind forcing, topography and instabilities associated with current flow [Lumpkin,62

1998; Chavanne et al., 2002; Kersalé et al., 2011]. In the Northwestern Mediterranean63
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basin, Pascual et al. [2002] suggested that an eddy observed in the Balearic Sea is created64

by the wind curl stress. Coastal anticyclonic eddies observed in the eastern part of the65

GoL [Allou et al., 2010] and in the Catalan Sea [Rubio et al., 2005; Rubio et al., 2009a]66

are created by a separating branch of the NC due to the topography. Schaeffer [2010]67

also showed that the generation mechanism of anticyclonic eddies in the eastern part of68

the GoL are related to the local wind conditions. In our study area, Millot [1979, 1982]69

suggested that anticyclonic circulation may arise in the surface layer in the western part70

of the GoL to compensate the offshore departure of coastal waters following an upwelling71

phenomena. Estournel et al. [2003] and Petrenko et al. [2008] also showed that the wind72

curl over the GoL can create an anticyclonic eddy circulation over the shelf of the gulf73

by using academic simulations. However, the precise generation mechanism of the eddy74

located in the western part of the GoL is still not clear. Hence, starting from the hypoth-75

esis of Millot [1979, 1982], we investigate the generation process of anticyclonic eddies.76

The present work is carried out within the framework of the LAgrangian Transport EX-77

periment (LATEX) projet (2008-2011) initiated to study the role of mesoscale eddies on78

shelf-offshore exchanges in the GoL.79

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the numerical approach as char-80

acteristics of modeling, strategy of analysis of wind forcing and eddy identification tech-81

nique; Section 3 presents the comparison between the numerical results and observations;82

Section 4 investigates eddy formation process regarding various wind forcing and stratifi-83

cation conditions; the results are discussed in Section 5 and the summary and conclusions84

are presented in Section 6.85
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2. Material and method

2.1. Numerical modeling

For the present study, we use Symphonie, a 3-D primitive equation model, with a free86

surface, hybrid sigma coordinates, based on Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximations87

[Marsaleix et al., 2006, 2008]. Symphonie has already been used in the area, for example88

to study the wind-induced circulation in the GoL [Auclair et al., 2003; Estournel et al.,89

2003; Petrenko et al., 2005, 2008] and dense-water formation and/or cascading phenomena90

over the continental shelf [Dufau-Julliand et al., 2004; Ulses et al., 2008a, b] and deep con-91

vection in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea [Herrmann and Somot , 2008; Herrmann92

et al., 2008]. A C-grid is used for spatial discretization [Arakawa and Suarez , 1982]. The93

second-order closure scheme of Gaspar et al. [1990] is used to estimate vertical turbulence.94

Hu et al. [2009] developed and validated an upwind-type advection-diffusion scheme to95

improve the ability of the model to reproduce coastal mesoscale eddies. In the present96

application, the model domain extends throughout the whole GoL with a horizontal res-97

olution of 1 km and 40 σ-hybrid vertical levels (Fig. 1). Surface atmospheric forcings are98

provided by the meteorological model Aladin of Météo-France with high spatial (0.1◦ x99

0.1◦) and temporal (3h) resolutions. Initial and open boundary conditions are provided100

by the Mediterranean Forecasting System (MFS) general circulation model [Pinardi et al.,101

2003] with a resolution of 1/8◦. The original forcing data are bilinearly interpolated in102

the Symphonie model grid, and linearly interpolated in time. Daily fluxes of fresh wa-103

ter from major rivers (Rhône, Hérault, Aude and Orb), are provided by the Compagnie104

Nationale du Rhône. Based on available data, we have simulated 8 years from January105

2001 to December 2008. The daily outputs of current components, salinity, temperature106
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and density are averaged over 24 hours of simulation for filtering diurnal and/or inertial107

oscillation (frequency is of 17.5 hours in the GoL corresponding to latitudes around 43◦108

N).109

2.2. Wind forcing analysis

In order to study the generation process in response to changes in wind forcings, we use110

the meteorological wind data used in our numerical simulations. Measured meteorological111

data are available at terrestrial stations around the GoL, among other at Leucate (Fig. 1).112

We have compared the Aladin wind with the available measurements and have found a113

good agreement. In sake of conciseness we do not show this comparison. For this study,114

to illustrate the wind variability in the western part of the GoL, we have decided to use115

the Aladin model data at the grid point near the position of the meteorological Leucate116

station. Indeed, this location represents quite well the changes in the wind forcing in the117

western part of the GoL, because it is systematically in the path of the NW wind whether118

it extends spatially or exhibits a strong wind stress curl. In the following we consider119

that the wind is a ‘strong NW wind event’ when its amplitude is larger than (or equal120

to) 8 m.s−1 and its direction between 270◦and 360◦. When the wind amplitude exceeds 14121

m.s−1, we define it as an ‘extremely strong wind’.122

2.3. Eddy identification and tracking

A wavelet signal decomposition is used to analyze the modeled horizontal relative vortic-123

ity to identify and follow coherent eddy structures in the numerical simulations [WATERS124

utility program, Doglioli et al., 2007]. This technique of signal decomposition in orthog-125

onal wavepackets provides both spatial and frequency information and has been largely126
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used to detect coherent structures in spatial fields. We adjusted the number of spectral127

components associated with the eddies in order to filter out patterns of incoherent struc-128

tures such as filaments. To each eddy is associated a group of grid points and a center129

located at an extremum of the analysed field. Eddy areas may therefore be computed as130

the sum of gridcell areas. Backward (forward) tracking finds the ‘birth’ and ‘death’ of131

the eddy respectively. Hence we can deduce the life duration of the eddy. More details132

about the wavelet analysis and WATERS utility program can be found in Doglioli et al.133

[2007]. More recently, WATERS has been used by Dencausse et al. [2010] to study the134

routes of Agulhas rings and by Rubio et al. [2009b] to investigate mesoscale activity in the135

Benguela upwelling system. In the present work, analysis is performed at 20-m depth136

because, during the stratified season, it is about half the mixed layer depth over which the137

eddies extend. We performed the wavelet analysis to the 8 years of simulated horizontal138

relative vorticity field in order to identify all anticyclonic eddies present in the western139

part of the GoL and to track their life duration. The backward tracking in time of an140

identified eddy till its ‘birth’ helps us investigate its formation.141

3. Validation of the Modeling

The capability of the Symphonie model of reproducing the mesoscale circulation over142

the shelf in the GoL has been demonstrated by previous studies [Estournel et al., 2003;143

Petrenko et al., 2005, 2008; Dufau-Julliand et al., 2004; Ulses et al., 2008a]. Here we144

present a short comparison between the ADCP, drifters and XBT data gathered during145

the experiment Latex08 and the simulation carried out on the year 2008. The Latex08146

cruise took place from September 1 to 5, 2008 on board the RV Téthys II and more details147

of the experiment is given in Hu et al. [2011].148
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The ADCP data measured at 15 m depth along transect A (B) on Sept. 1 (Sept. 5) and149

the trajectories of the drifters from Sept. 5 to 11 are shown in Fig. 2-a. The northward150

(western part) and the southward (eastern part) currents along the transect A, the east-151

ward (northern part) and westward (southern part) currents along the transect B reveal152

a continuous rotational clockwise circulation associated with an anticyclonic eddy. The153

drifters’ trajectories, following the outer edge of the eddy, illustrate its elliptic shape. The154

corresponding simulated currents along the same ship’s tracks are shown in Fig. 2-b. The155

observed anticyclonic eddy is reproduced by the model results as identified by the dark156

gray contour issued from wavelet analysis on Sept. 10 and by the modeled clockwise cir-157

culation along the transect A. The major pattern of the eddy agree with the observations,158

although the intensity and the horizontal dimension of the simulated eddy is slightly less159

than that of the observed one. The simulated eddy is more northwest and on-shore in160

position than the observed one. The observed clockwise rotation along the transect B is161

not reproduced since the transect B, crossing most diagonally the observed eddy, is on the162

outer edge of the simulated one. In the south extremity of the transect B, the modeled163

southwestward current with the same intensity as the eddy suggests the presence of the164

NC, which is not described by the observations. Since the sea state during the cruise did165

not allow the use of the CTD we had on board, no deep comparison of hydrological fields166

could be applied with the simulation. Nevertheless, we have just one temperature profile167

measured by an XBT (marked as black cross in Fig. 2-a) and we propose a comparison168

with the model results in Fig. 3. At the surface, the discrepancy between the observed169

and modeled temperature is less than 0.2◦C. Vertically, the observed thermocline is about170

35 m depth, while the modeled one is about 5-10 m deeper. Although the measured XBT171
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profile is stopped at 200 m depth, the temperature at depth below can be considered to172

be about 13.4◦C, which becomes stable from 60 m depth and presents the typical tem-173

perature of the Modified Atlantic Water (MAW) in this area [Albérola and Millot , 2003].174

Below the thermocline till 250 m depth, the important gradient between the modeled175

temperature and the observed one is related to the presence of the NC [Petrenko et al.,176

2005] at the XBT position in the model results as shown by ADCP data in Fig. 2-b. From177

250 m depth to the bottom, the modeled temperature is again in a good agreement with178

the observed one.179

One should note that the 24 hours averaged daily model outputs are not expected to180

reproduce the high variability of the circulation due to the wind. The goal of the present181

simulation is not to reproduce exactly the observed anticyclonic eddy but to reproduce the182

most the mesoscale dynamic process in order to help us understand the eddies’ generation183

mechanism. Previous simulation by Hu et al. [2009] with the same model configuration184

as the present one was carried out on year 2001, present a good reproduction of realistic185

anticyclonic eddies in the GoL. The present simulation is run with the same configuration186

over 8 years, prolongating from 2001 till 2008. Combined satellite observations over 8187

years of simulation (not shown) and field observation on 2008 show that the model is188

able to reproduce the mesoscale eddies in the western part of the GoL and their major189

patterns over the whole simulated period and can hence to serve as a tool to investigate190

eddy’s generation process.191

4. Results

We examined the 8 years of simulated horizontal relative vorticity field and found that,192

in the western part of the GoL, anticyclonic features can be observed all year around.193
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However, the anticyclonic features formed during winter and spring time are weak in in-194

tensity and smaller in size than the internal Rossby radius which is suggested to be 15 km195

in this region [Grilli and Pinardi , 1998]. Generally lasting only 2-3 days, they do not196

consist of closed loops and hence are not considered as coherent eddy structures. In con-197

trast, coherent, strong and more lasting anticyclonic eddy structures occur between May198

and October. These anticyclonic eddies generally consist of warm, less salty buoyant wa-199

ter with a positive sea-surface height anomaly (SSHA) comparing to the ambient waters.200

The features of these modeled eddies are in agreement with previous observations [Millot ,201

1979; Hu et al., 2011]. The application of the wavelet analysis on all simulated coherent202

eddies in the simulations shows that these mesoscale anticyclonic eddies are about 20 km203

in diameter during their developing phase. Their horizontal dimension increases with time204

to be 80 km when they get fully developed. Tracking analysis of these eddies shows that205

their life durations vary from several days to a couple of months.206

In the present work, we define as ‘long-life’ eddies the anticyclonic eddies which last at207

least 15 days, in opposition to the other ones that we call ’short-life’ eddies. The ‘long-208

life’ is defined relatively to ‘short-life’ for the eddy structures in such a coastal study area,209

and hence can not be compared to the lifetimes of the open ocean eddies as for example210

the Agulhas Rings or the Algerian basin anticyclones. Regarding the actual conventions211

to separate submeso- and meso-scale, our short-life eddies belong probably to the first212

category and the long-life ones to the second one. In the 8 years of simulations, 8 long-life213

anticyclonic eddies have been observed (Table 1). These long-life eddies occur during a214

three-month period, between July and early October. No long-life eddy was detected in215

2004 and in 2007. The first or the unique eddy generally appears in July (in the following216
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indicated with A1 followed by the year, e.g. A1 2001), as it occurs 5 years out of the 6217

during which eddies are present (2001, 2002, 2003, 2005 and 2008). The life durations218

of these first eddies range from 38 to 76 days, except for the 2006 eddy, which starts at219

the beginning of August and disappears at the end of that month lasting only 28 days.220

In 2003 and 2005, two long-life eddies have been detected successively during the three-221

month period. Both second eddies (indicated as A2 followed by the year) begin around222

mid-September and disappear early October lasting 15 and 26 days. Hence they generally223

last a shorter time than their July counterparts. Over the 8 years of simulations, we224

observe long-life eddies 5 times in July, 6 times in August, 5 times in September and225

3 times in early October. In summary, the period when a long-life anticyclonic eddy is226

more likely to be encountered in the western part of the GoL extends from July to early227

October with the highest probability in August.228

We present in Fig. 4 an example of an anticyclonic eddy formed in the western part of229

the GoL each year. These coastal eddies are rarely round in shape and have generally an230

elliptic form with a zonal major axes along the western coast (Fig. 4). The horizontal231

dimension of the modeled eddy seems to be limited by the curvature of the western232

coastline. The irregular contour edge like the small ‘tail’ in the south edge of the eddy233

A1 2001 (Fig. 4-a) suggests the interaction of the eddy with the NC or surrounding234

currents. Eddy A1 2002 (Fig. 4-b) is smaller than the other eddies and is quite close to235

the coast. Eddy A2 2003 (Fig. 4-d) and eddy A2 2005 (Fig. 4-f) are located more off-236

shore than the others. These eddies are all generated in the same area near the Roussillon237

coast at around 43◦N, 3◦15’E. The diameter 1 of the eddies ranges from 10-20 km when238

they are newborn to 50-80 km when they are well-developed. After their generation, the239
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eddies have slight meridional or off-shore displacement to end up where they are shown240

on Fig. 4. The NC located at their south-southeast edge (Fig. 1), combined with the241

presence of Cape Creus, plays the role of a barrier, and constrains the eddies within the242

western part of the GoL.243

No long-life eddies have been detected in 2004 and 2007. However, the circulations over244

the shelf during these two years are quite different. In 2004, only short-life anticyclonic245

features occur. In 2007, a large northeastward countercurrent (sensu [Petrenko et al.,246

2008]), but not a closed anticyclonic eddy, occupies the whole west part of the GoL from247

late May till late October (Fig. 4-h). The south-east edge of this circulation consists of248

the NC along the continental slope.249

4.1. Influence of wind forcing

It was demonstrated in previous studies [Millot , 1979, 1982; Estournel et al., 2003; Pe-250

trenko et al., 2008] that the coastal eddies/circulations in the GoL are strongly dependent251

on the wind event in this region. In the first phase, we attempt to investigate the influence252

of wind forcing on eddy generation. Since the NW wind is quite frequent in this area over253

the whole year, in order to investigate the eddy generation in response to wind forcing,254

we have tried to find a situation where a strong burst of northwest wind occurs after a255

quiet period to take it as a ’reference’ situation. This allows us to avoid the potential256

remnant effect of a previous wind event on the circulation. Hence, we have chosen to first257

concentrate on 2005 and show the simple case of the A1 2005 eddy (Fig. 5). Following a258

quiet period with no wind, the wind starts blowing on June 30, 2005. It lasts until July 13259

(with one day of recession on July 4). It creates the long-life eddy A1 2005 observed from260
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July 10 till September 4, hence lasting 57 days. The figures selected in Fig. 5 illustrate261

different stages during the eddy’s formation.262

As mentioned earlier, from June 26 to 28, there is no strong wind in the western part263

of the GoL (Fig. 5-a). On June 28, the currents along the Roussillon coast are southward264

over the entire water column with a decrease in magnitude with depth (Fig. 5-e,i). A265

strong NW wind blows almost persistently from June 30 to July 2 through the whole266

shelf with a maximum wind intensity of 15 ms−1 (Fig. 5-b). Offshore, the surface water267

over the shelf near the north and north-east coast around the Cape d’Agde is advected268

south-southwestward in response to Ekman transport perpendicular to the wind direction269

(Fig. 5-f). The sea surface level close to the north coast is depressed in consequence. An270

on-shore current is observed at deeper depth partially compensating for the upwelled wa-271

ters (Fig. 5-j). The surface southwestward Ekman transport is reinforced and constrained272

by the inner edge of the NC surface layer. Reciprocally, the NC itself is accelerated by the273

wind-derived circulation and becomes an even stronger barrier preventing the outlet of274

the southwestward Ekman transport into the Catalan sea. The water piles close to Cape275

Creus and creates a high SSHA around the cape. The NW wind is absent on July 4 (not276

shown) but rises again the day after. The same process repeats itself and the SSHA near277

the west coast increases. On July 6, the north-south surface pressure gradient starts to278

create a northward current along the Roussillon coast (Fig. 5-k). This northward coastal279

current follows the curved shape of the Roussillon coast. It then turns to the open sea280

near the Cape d’Agde and joins the southwestward off-shore current. This creates an281

anticyclonic structure while the surface current is still governed by the wind and keeps its282

southwestward on-shore movement and keeps on accumulating near the coast. On July283
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10, the wavelet analysis detects the ‘birth’ of the eddy. The shape of this eddy identified284

by the wavelet analysis at 20 m depth corresponds well with the relative high SSHA at285

the surface associated with the eddy structure. The eddy is about 20-30 km in diameter286

and extends through the mixed layer. The advected warm water from the shelf surface287

accumulated near the western coast is the water source for this anticyclonic eddy. The288

strong NW wind persists for 9 days until July 13. The eddy, fed continually under the289

same process by the coastal northward jet current, increases in size and intensity. At the290

end of this persisting NW wind event, the eddy has an approximate north-south elliptical291

shape and is about 30-40 km in diameter (Fig. 6-d). The ‘tail’ at its southern edge reveals292

its interaction with the NC. The eddy location is more south than its initial location.293

The eddy weakens when the supply process of wind-driven energy stops. From July 14294

to 18, the NW wind disappears for 5 days. By the end of this no wind period, the eddy295

size has reduced to almost half. The eddy has slightly moved southward to the coast296

(Fig. 6-e) following the relaxation of the surface pressure gradient. The eddy intensity297

has also decreased and its shape has become more elongated. Afterwards, several strong298

NW wind events occur in succession with little gaps between them until August 20. At299

this time, the eddy has become a quite intense structure, less elongated and is about300

50 km in diameter (Fig. 6-f).301

The same work has been performed on all the simulated anticyclonic structures in the302

western part of the GoL for the 8 years of simulations. It shows that the wind-driven303

generation mechanism of the eddy A1 2005 is valid for all other eddies, long-life eddies304

as well as short-life ones. A systematic analysis is done calculating the percentage of305

strong NW wind events, with two thresholds (one ≥ 8 ms−1 and the other one ≥ 14306
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ms−1), during the last three days at Leucate station from May 1 to October 31 for the 8307

years of simulations (Fig. 7). The presences of long-life anticyclonic eddies (black thick308

lines) and short-life anticyclonic features (gray thick lines) within this period reveal very309

clearly the correlation between the persistent NW wind event and the eddies’ generation.310

In general, a strong NW wind event persisting more than about 75% during 3 days is311

a necessary condition to have an anticyclonic structure formed in the study zone. A312

sensitivity analysis has been done on the percentage of the NW wind, varying the period313

from 1 to 5 days. The results show that the period of 3 days has the best correlation with314

the eddy’s formation. If the percentage does not reach 75%, but the wind persists for315

more than 3 days, the cumulative effects of the wind can also generate eddies like the two316

short-life eddies of early July 2001 (Fig. 7-a) and early May 2003 and like the long-life317

eddy A1 2003 (Fig. 7-c). Moreover, a strong NW wind is also necessary after the eddy’s318

formation to sustain the structure. For instance, in 2006, only one persistent NW wind319

event occurs around July 7 and creates an eddy structure (Fig. 7-f). No more persistent320

NW wind occurs after its formation; hence the eddy disappears after existing only 5 days321

and hence is not classified as a ‘long-life’ eddy. While in early August, the NW wind,322

persisting for more than half a month, creates the long-life eddy A1 2006.323

4.2. Influence of stratification conditions

Strong NW wind events may arise at any time of the year in this area. However, coher-324

ent eddies occur only between May and October, while during winter-spring season, no325

eddies can be formed even if a strong NW wind event is satisfied. The high probability of326

observing a long-life anticyclonic eddy during the summer season suggests that the strati-327

fication condition probably plays a role on the eddy’s generation dynamics. Hence, in the328
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second phase, the influence of stratification condition on eddy generation is investigated.329

In order to study the annual variation of the stratification, the potential energy anomaly ϕ330

is chosen as the indication of the stability of the water column. This parameter is defined331

by Simpson [1981] and Simpson and Bowers [1981] as:332

ϕ =
1

D

∫ η

−H

gz(ρ̄− ρ)dz (1)

with the depth-mean density ρ̄ defined as:333

ρ̄ =
1

D

∫ η

−H

ρdz (2)

where ρ is the density, H the bathymetry, η the sea surface elevation, D = H + η the334

water column depth and g the gravitational acceleration. For a given density profile, ϕ335

represents the amount of mechanical energy required to instantaneously homogenize the336

water column. This parameter has been used successfully as a criterion to study the337

phenomena concerning stratification [Burchard and Burchard , 2008; De Boer et al., 2008;338

Schaeffer , 2010]. The value of ϕ decreases with the level of homogeneity through the339

water column. Higher values of ϕ indicate a stronger stratification.340

During the winter-spring season, ϕ is minimum in magnitude with a value less than 20341

Jm−3, indicating a weak stratification (Fig. 8). In general, the increase of ϕ in early May342

indicates the establishment of the seasonal stratification variation. ϕ reaches a maximum343

value late June, stays at this level about 3 months till late September and then diminishes344

with the fall/winter mixing. July, August and September are the months with the maxi-345

mum value ϕ of about 100 Jm−3. The most stratified conditions are observed during these346

months and coincidence with the occurrence of all the long-life eddies. We note that ϕ is347

relatively smaller in 2002 and 2004 with a value of about 60 Jm−3 during July-September348
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compared with the value of ϕ of all the other years. Hence, three stratified conditions can349

be defined by the range of the ϕ value: 1) a weak stratification with a value ϕ below 20350

Jm−3, as the one in winter-spring season; 2) an intermediate stratification with a value351

ϕ around 60 Jm−3; as the one in early May and late October of all years and during the352

summer season in 2002 and 2004; 3) a strong stratification with a value ϕ reaching 100353

Jm−3, as during all summer seasons except 2002 and 2004. In 2004, no long-life eddy ever354

occurs despite the successive NW wind events. We think that this is due to the too weak355

stratification of that summer. The year 2005 is used again to demonstrate the influence356

of stratification. A short-life eddy, referred as A0 2005, is present in early May. Eddy357

A0 2005 is born on May 8 and disappears on May 18, lasting only 11 days. The strength358

and horizontal size of this short-life eddy are almost one third the ones of long-life eddy359

A1 2005 (Fig. 9-Left) that lasts 57 days from July 10 till September 4. The vertical extent360

of both anticyclonic eddies, clearly revealed by the areas with high magnitude of current361

intensity associated with the eddy rotation, is about 30-35 m depth (40-50 m) for the362

eddy A0 2005 (A1 2005) (Fig. 9-Middle). Vertical transects of density show that both363

eddies are vertically constrained by the thermocline and hence have baroclinic charac-364

teristics (Fig. 9-Right). The deepening of the pycnocline in both vertical sections is due365

to the eddy-induced downwelling within an anticyclonic structure. Excluding the eddy366

deepening effect, the mixing layer depth (∼ 20m) in early May is shallower than the one367

in mid-August (∼ 40m). The density gradient between the surface mixed layer and the368

deeper layer is also less in May than in August. Both differences indicate that the strat-369

ification in early May is weaker than in August, in accordance with the evolution of ϕ.370
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The long-life eddy A1 2005 is hence deeper in vertical extent and has more buoyant water371

within its core compared to the short-life eddy A0 2005.372

The differences of eddy characteristics between A0 2005 and A1 2005 can be observed373

between the other short-life and long-life eddies. Such differences, combined with the evo-374

lution of the density stratification, suggest that the eddy’s size, vertical extent, strength375

and life duration increase with the stratification condition. During winter-spring, the376

vertical water column is almost homogenous, and hence is not favorable to eddy genera-377

tion. The July to September period exhibits the most stratified condition, and hence all378

the long-life eddies occur within this period. May, June and October have a stratification379

stronger than the winter-spring one, but smaller than the July-September one. The struc-380

tures occurring during these 3 months are therefore intermediate in nature, more stable381

than the filaments observed in winter-spring, but smaller, shallower and less intense than382

the long-life eddies of July-September. Hence, to have a long-life anticyclonic eddy in the383

western part of the GoL, the second necessary condition, in addition to strong NW wind384

events, is a strong stratification.385

5. Discussion

To have a long-life anticyclonic eddy in the western part of the GoL, both persistent386

strong NW wind events and a well-stratified water column are necessary conditions. As387

described by Crépon and Richez [1982] in their analytical study of coastal upwelling,388

symmetric offshore wind jets blowing perpendicular to the coast can generate offshore389

upwellings with extension of the order of the internal radius of deformation; anticyclonic390

(cyclonic) eddies may arise to the right (left) side of the wind axis (looking downwind) due391

to the spatial variation of wind stress and downward (upward) Ekman pumping associated.392
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Based on their analytical solutions, Hua and Thomasset [1983] numerically studied the393

wind-induced upwelling in the GoL, and revealed that upwelling center can be located near394

the segment of the coastline from Leucate to cape d’Agde. Anticyclonic eddies formed395

following an upwelling in this area are present on the right side of the Tramontane jet and396

have a size of the order of the Rossby radius of this area when they begin to be formed.397

Their size increases with time to about 80 km when they get fully developed. No cyclonic398

counterpart has been observed in the eastern part of the GoL like the symmetric vortex399

illustrated by Crépon and Richez [1982], this might be explained by the variability of the400

coastline. The component of the NW Tramontane wind perpendicular to the north-east401

coast is very small due to the curvature of the coastline [Hua and Thomasset , 1983].402

Similar situations have been described in the gulf of Tehuantepec in the eastern tropical403

Pacific Ocean, where mesoscale anticyclonic eddies are induced by strong, offshore winds404

[Trasvinã et al., 1995; Willett et al., 2006] in the western gulf. They are also present in405

the right side (since it is in the Northern hemisphere) of the axis of the wind and are406

several times the Rossby radius. Flow pattern in the gulf of Tehuantepec also shows an407

asymmetric feature with no corresponding cyclone presenting in the eastern gulf. Trasvinã408

et al. [1995] showed that, in their case, the entrainment associated with wind stirring is409

responsible for the weakening of the cyclonic eddies and that the uplifted thermocline410

which maintains the cyclonic eddy is weakened by the mixing process. The analytical411

study by Crépon and Richez [1982] also showed that the upwelling is linked to the motion412

of the interface generated by baroclinic mode and is dependent on the stratification. This413

also explains the importance of the stratification condition on the generation of eddies414

following the upwelling phenomenon in this area. If we consider the energy cycle as415
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presented by Böning and Budich [1992], the injection of energy by the NW wind can be416

transferred into potential energy (PE) when the wind-driven Ekman transport pushes the417

buoyant surface water to the west coast near Cape Creus and downward locally. The eddy418

generation is driven primarily through the release of PE by baroclinic process [Holland419

and Haidvogel , 1980; Ferrari and Wunsch, 2009]. The mean field PE can also be converted420

into eddy PE by baroclinic process [Böning and Budich, 1992]. In another words, in our421

case, strong wind events are the source of energy, and a well-stratified condition favors422

the transfer of this wind-induced energy to eddy kinetic energy.423

The percentage of the NW wind presence and its maximum and average amplitude from424

May 1 till October 31 is computed for the 8 years of simulations in order to quantitatively425

estimate the wind forcing (Table 2). The combined effect of both factors but with dif-426

ferent levels, resulting in differences of eddy’s formation, is discussed in the following six427

cases: i) when no persistent NW wind event is present, whether stratification is strong428

or not, no eddy formation occurs. ii) Instead, when a persistent NW wind event occurs429

while stratification is weak, anticyclonic filaments are generated like the ones formed dur-430

ing winter-spring. iii) When a persistent NW wind event occurs with an intermediate431

stratification, eddy structures can arise but they possess a short life duration, small size,432

shallow depth and weak intensity. They correspond to the short-life eddies formed in May,433

June and late October. In 2004, stratification during July-September is not as strong as434

during the other years (Table 2). Only several persistent NW wind events occur in July,435

creating transients eddies, but are absent from August to late September (Fig. 7-d) and436
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no long-life structures have been detected in 2004. iv) When extremely strong persistent437

NW wind events occur, long-life eddies can exist despite the intermediate stratification.438

The long-life eddy A1 2002 is generated in this situation. Indeed, the stratification during439

summer 2002 is similar to the one in 2004 (Fig. 8), implying that summer 2002 is not440

favorable to long-life eddies. Nonetheless, in 2002, the NW wind has the maximum aver-441

age intensity (20 ms−1) over the 8 years (Table 2). Moreover its percentage of 59% is the442

second highest one after 2007. In fact the strong wind bursts are also especially concen-443

trated from July to August (Fig. 7-b). Despite the stratification but thanks to the strong444

energy injection, the long-life anticyclonic eddy A1 2002 is formed but with a size smaller445

than the ones of the other long-life ones (Fig. 4). v) When persistent NW wind events446

and a strong stratification coexist, intense, long-life eddy can be generated. The other447

7 long-life eddies: A1 2001, A1 2002, A1 2003, A2 2003, A1 2005, A2 2005 and A1 2008448

are generated in this case. In 2006, the long-life eddy lasts only 22 days. 2006 is the year449

with the least presence of long-life eddy (Table 1). This can be explained by the fact that450

2006 has the minimum percentage of the NW wind (47%) of all during this 8-year period.451

Moreover, the wind has a weak intensity, comparable with the one in 2004. However, the452

strong stratification in 2006 compensates for the weak wind forcing hence the long-life453

eddy A1 2006 exists but with a shorter duration. vi) When extremely strong persistent454

NW wind events occur with a strong stratification, the anticyclonic eddy increases in scale455

and becomes an anticyclonic circulation like the one observed in 2007 (Fig. 4-h). Indeed,456

on one hand, the stratified condition in 2007 present from late June till late October, is457

quite strong as shown in Fig. 8. On the other hand, the NW wind in 2007 has the largest458

percentage (62%) of all years and its intensity is the seconder highest. Both conditions459
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for eddy formation are more than satisfied; hence such anticyclonic circulation can be460

considered as an extreme case of an eddy-like structure.461

6. Summary and conclusion

A realistic numerical model has been used in the present work to study the generation462

of mesoscale anticyclonic eddies located in the western part of the GoL between January463

2001 and December 2008. Eddy’s life duration varies from several days to several months.464

During the 8 years of simulation, 8 long-life anticyclonic eddies with a life duration longer465

than 15 days have been detected. They all occur between July and early October. Com-466

pared with the short-life structures occurring in May, June and late October, the long-life467

eddies have a bigger size, a deeper vertical extension and are more intense. Indeed, the468

simulated long-life eddies have dimensions of the same order of the Rossby radius of this469

area at the beginning of their life. Their size increases with time and becomes several470

times the Rossby radius when they get fully developed. The simulated eddies are baro-471

clinic, as the in situ anticyclonic eddy observed in early September 2008 in the study area472

during the Latex08 cruise [Hu et al., 2011].473

The formation process can be described schematically by Fig. 10. A strong NW wind474

persisting at least 75% of the previous 3 days induces an Ekman transport piling the475

water close to Cape Creus (Fig. 10-a). A northward current along the Roussillon coast476

is created (Fig. 10-b). This current turns to its right approaching Cape d’Agde and477

generates an anticyclonic circulation (Fig. 10-c) that is the precursor of an anticyclonic478

eddy. After this initial generation phase, the results show that persistent NW wind and479

a strong stratification guarantee the generation of a long-life eddy in the western part of480

the GoL. Different cases can be found varying the combination of these two conditions,481
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hence leading to situations from short-life eddies to extended anticyclonic circulation.482

Hence, this work explains in details the generation mechanism of the eddy, first observed483

by Millot [1979, 1982]. Moreover, it could be used to improve the short-term numerical484

predictability of the complex coastal circulation in the study area.485
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Year number A1 lifetime A2 lifetime

of eddies days days

2001 1 23/07→06/10 76 - -

2002 1 07/07→13/08 38 - -

2003 2 07/07→18/08 43 12/09 →7/10 26

2004 0 - - - -

2005 2 10/07→04/09 57 20/09 →04/10 15

2006 1 04/08→31/08 28 - -

2007 0 - - - -

2008 1 15/07→26/09 72 - -

Table 1. Information on the long-life anticyclonic eddies present in the 2001-2008

modeling of the circulation in the western part of the GoL.
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Year 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 8 years

averaged

Percentage 55 59 50 53 53 47 62 54 54

of NW wind (%)

Max. NW wind 16 20 19 17 19 17 19 18 18

Amplitude(ms−1 )

Avg. NW wind 9 10 9 9 9 9 10 9 9

Amplitude (ms−1 )

Table 2. Table of percentage of NW wind event and the corresponding maximum and

average wind amplitude for the period May-October.
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Figure 1. Map of the Gulf of Lion. The rectangle represents the model domain. The contour

indicates the study area where eddies are often observed. The big cross indicates the location of

meteorological station at Leucate. Isobaths at 100, 200, 500 and 2000 m are plotted with gray

lines.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the horizontal current field (ms−1) at 15 m depth. a) ADCP measured

current along transect A on Sept. 1, and along transect B on Sept. 5, 2008; dark gray contours

represent the trajectories of two drifters from Sept. 5 to Sept. 11; the thick cross indicates XBT

station; (b) simulated current averaged from 00:00 Sept. 1 to 00:00 Sept. 2 along transect A

and from 00:00 Sept. 5 to 00:00 Sept. 6 along transect B; dark gray contour represent the eddy

identification issued from the wavelet analysis on Sept. 10.
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Figure 3. Vertical profile of temperature (◦C) simulated (solid line) and measured (dashed

line) by XBT at cross location in Fig.2.
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Figure 4. Snapshot of the modeled relative vorticity [s−1] and current velocity at 20 m depth.

The black contours issued from the wavelet analysis show the 8 long-life anticyclonic eddies

once they are well-developed: a) A1 2001, b) A1 2002, c) A1 2003, d) A2 2003, e) A1 2005,

f) A2 2005, g) A1 2006, i) A1 2008; and the circulation over the western part of the shelf is

displayed in h).
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Figure 5. Time sequences of the generation process of the eddy A1 2005 with 4 days of interval.

Top: wind rose representation (intensity and frequency) at station Leucate on a) 2005/06/26 to

28; b) 2005/06/30 to 07/02; c) 2005/07/04 to 06; d) 2005/07/08 to 10; colors representing wind

intensity. Middle: sea surface height and current velocity field at 5 m depth on e) 2005/06/28; f)

2005/07/02; g) 2005/07/06; h) 2005/07/10. Bottom: relative vorticity (s−1) computed at 20 m

depth and current velocity fields corresponding to the same depth at the same dates as middle

panels; black contour in l) shows the eddy identification issued from the wavelet analysis.
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Figure 6. Time sequences of the evolution of the eddy A1 2005. Top: wind rose representation

(intensity and frequency) at station Leucate on a) 2005/07/11 to 13; b) 2005/07/16 to 18; c)

2005/08/19 to 21; the location and extension of the fan sector indicating of a wind direction and

its percentage; colors representing wind intensity. Bottom: relative vorticity (s−1) computed at

20 m depth and current velocity fields corresponding to the same depth on d) 2005/07/13; e)

2005/07/18; f) 2005/08/21; black contours show the eddy identification issued from the wavelet

analysis.
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Figure 7. Temporal evolution of NW wind expressed as a percentage of all wind, with a 3 day

moving average, (continuous line: NW wind intensity ≥ 8 ms−1; dotted line: ≥ 14 ms−1) from

May 1 to October 31 for each year. The presence of ‘long-life’ eddies is indicated by a horizontal

black thick line and the ‘short-life’ eddies’ presence is indicated by a gray thick line.
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Figure 8. Time series of 30 day moving averaged potential energy anomaly [J/m3] over the

western part of the GoL for the upper 100 m depth for the years 2001-2008.
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Figure 9. Left: relative vorticity at 20 m depth, current velocity fields and eddy contour; black

line marks the eddy cross-section; Middle: Vertical transect of current intensity [ms−1]; Right:

Vertical transect of density for a): May 12 and b): August 19, in 2005.
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Figure 10. Schematic of anticyclonic eddy generation process. Wind forcing is indicated by

the orange arrows; sea surface level (+/red or -/blue sign/zone); surface currents (black thick

arrow); NC (gray thick line).
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